The Baka's ritual expressions take place within a system based on fluidity, flexibility and malleability. In spite of certain common cultural resources throughout the Baka territory, one may observe an important variability on a regional level due to different modalities of innovation. This leads to regional variants of the rituals, but also to a fragmentation of the patrimony through the creation of new local associations or the borrowing from the non-Baka neighbours. Such diversification processes of the Baka's ritual system have been described in the domain of religious anthropology (Joiris 1996 (Joiris , 1997 Tsuru 1998 Tsuru , 2001. Our paper will focus on the musical aspects of ritual creation and situate this type of innovation in the Baka's ritual and musical patrimony as a whole. It has been proven that all innovation processes converge on a system which is characterised by a patchwork of stable elements. In the musical field, the polyrhythmic formulae which characterise the ritual associations are composed with a very reduced stock of basic rhythms, whereas the songs make use of general, widespread features of Baka singing.
Introduction
Musical practice is part of the ritual associations' ac- Music is a fundamental element of the ritual and symbolic corpus. As Joiris pointed out (1996, , musical and choreographic techniques are be an identifying marker of the whole ritual complex (Arom et al 2008) .
Thus, music appears both as a performance and as a formal system. The combination of its elements is specific to each ritual association and therefore bears in it the sense of the entire ritual.
In this paper, we would like to investigate the question of the combination of ritual elements on three axes that appear at different levels:
i associations that are spread over the whole Baka area ii associations that have been created locally iii associations that are shared with or borrowed from non-Baka neighbours.
There are actually very ancient ritual associations all over the Baka territory (as jengì), others which are as ancient, but which exist only on a regional level (as yéli) and finally, recent ritual associations which have been either created locally (like yèngà pótó in the Kwele area) or completely borrowed from non-Baka neighbours (like bèkà in the Nzime area).
Figure 1 The research area
We shall investigate the modalities of creation of ritual and musical techniques, keeping in mind that each region possesses to a certain degree a specific ritual and musical patrimony (Joiris 1997-98) and that this variability may also be seen between encampments along the same track (b 2001; Leclerc 2002; Fürniss 2011b ). The issue is to identify the ritual and musical elements that are used for original arrangements and to understand which modalities are being used. In our terms, the word 'transfer' refers to the circulation of knowledge and know-how within the Baka context; the term 'borrowing' will be reserved for the 
Some general features of Baka music
Rhythm is a most important element in the musical expression of the ritual associations. Song and dance are accompanied by drums, which are generally played in pairs, occasionally in threes or singly. Depending on the region or the repertoire, other instruments may be used: concussion sticks, vessel or suspension rattles. Other percussion idiophones may be used occasionally, such as bamboo or wooden trunks or other objects hit with sticks.
Each of these instruments plays a different rhythm which combines with the other rhythms, in a polyrhythmic formula. Generally, polyrhythm is constructed from two complementary rhythms 4 .
In the following investigations, we shall observe as opposed to commetric ones, the impacts of which mostly fall on the beat (Arom 1985) .
The preliminary work for this study shows that all rhythms of the Eastern Baka are derived from a group of three basic rhythms.
Derivations of these basic rhythms are fixed in a rhythm, which will in its turn be varied during the musical performance. Table 1 Ritual associations throughout different regions of the Baka territory. Data collected by the authors are differentiated by consistency of the inquiry and the vitality of the rituals: bold = data collected in a ritual context; normal = data collected out of context; [ ] = practically does not exist any more; [?] = is attested, but has not been investigated; ( ) = Villagers' ritual with participation of Baka. Other indications: = = terminological variant; italics = tones and open vowels unknown; * = data published in Bundo (2001:89, 99-101) , Tsuru (1998 Tsuru ( :66, 2001 An example of a basic pattern is the song no ma of Messéa's èbùmà association (figure 2).
The variations on this model are both melodic and rhythmic or may concern the vocal technique. The songs of some repertoires may actually be sung normally with the chest voice or with the yodel technique which alternates chest and head voice. The beginning and the end of a song are indicated by a special call by the soloist.
Regional variability of ritual associations that exist all over the Baka territory

Ritual associations, names and history
Literature on the Baka and especially the quantified survey of ritual associations by Tsuru (1998 Tsuru ( , 2001 , as well as recent ethnomusicological studies, show that some rituals are present in quite distant areas which are of variable ethnic composition (see table   1 ). Thus, one may presume that these rituals form the Baka's common cultural heritage. This is the case for the open ritual associations àbàlè, (è)bùmà, (e)jengì and mangélebò which can be found all over the territory. But one also finds mòkìlà and líkòbo which correspond respectively to a secret society for the former and to a children's spirit association for the latter.
Nevertheless, one wonders about the general characterisation of these widespread performances, as a detailed analysis of the ritual elements shows up strong variations in the domain of terminology, of ritual practices and of music. These variations can be observed in three domains: i) (following) synchronic regional variants (mainly concerning terminology), ii) (following) diachronic variants (long history of the evolution of ritual associations) and iii) in the light of technique transfers from one association to another. i) Regarding terminological variants, the ritual association àbàlè is sometimes called kòse. This is a terminological shift from the spirit's name to the association's name, as the spirit of the àbàlè association is called mòkondi or kòse in the Bangando-Mbomam area and kòse in the KweleKonabembe area, which confers its name to the whole association (Brisson & Boursier 1979; Bahuchet 1992) . In the Nzime region, the spirit of this ritual may be called by both names and may even appear as two avatars named ndembà and mbongi. A similar variant concerns the ritual complex of mangélebò, sometimes called sèkísèkí due to the name of the dance and the rhythm of the accompanying drums. In the musical domain, the high and low sounding ii) The history of the ritual associations, as revealed by the informants, underlines several different forms that have been adopted throughout time. This is valid for the modifications introduced into the same association, as well as for the replacement of one association by another, eg, the healing association ngàngà of Messéa which has replaced mbomba mentioned by Joiris (1997-98:56) or límô which has replaced (e)jengì at Samis (Tsuru 1998:72) . The costumes, the dance steps and the songs of the èbùmà-dance in the encampment of Mbondo (Kwele area) have been modified five times (Joiris 1997-98:75, 129 ). The history of its 'arrival' narrates a dream revelation similar to a newly created association, although this is a very ancient ritual association which can be found all over the Baka territory.
iii) The transfer of ritual techniques from one association to another can often be observed and emphasises the importance of the circulation of specialised knowledge within the Baka's system of ritual associations. For example, the microhistory of hunting rites reveals the transfer of techniques and spirits in order to reinforce the associations' ritual actions (for a synthetic overview, see Joiris 1996:table 10.2-4).
It is also sometimes the case that techniques are borrowed from neighbouring villagers' associations and then integrated into the Baka's corpus, but without really shifting the ritual device.
The transfer of knowledge is part of an inherent dynamic process of the ritual associations and explains certainly the existence of regional variants even within the oldest and most widespread ritual associations.
Musical variability
From a musical point of view, we have to examine separately the polyrhythmic formula which imprints its identity onto the musical and choreographical expressions of an association and the corresponding song repertoire which comprises several songs. This repertoire is variable from one region to another, but the musical structure of the songs does not display relevant differences from the rest of the musical patrimony. This is why they will not be discussed here.
Rhythmical variation is notably more salient. When comparing these formulae, one notices that in the first case, it is played by three drums 6 and in the second case with two drums only.
At first glance, only the rhythm of the high drum is identical, whereas the rhythm of the low drum is different in Messea and Bele. Still, the two (è)bùmà-formulae are built upon the same rhythmical material which is presented through variants and which is produced differently on the participating instruments.
In Messea, the rhythm of the low drum is derived from the high drum's rhythm, whereas in Bele, the low drum plays a different rhythm. This rhythm is played with variations by the middle drum in Messea.
The èbùmà-polyrhythm can therefore be summed up as the superimposition of two complementary rhythms. Although the dance is spread over the whole Baka territory, its polyrhythmic formula is realised differently and by a varying number of instruments in the regions compared. Thus, both forms are equivalent from an analytical standpoint. From the Bakas' point of view, they are 'the same', ie, two realisations of the same formula.
Greater variation of musical elements
Regional variation may sometimes lead to larger discrepancies between structural musical elements of the same repertoire, even in the case of widespread in Messea it is combined with rhythms that only appear in this area 7 .
Musical and ritual dialects
Analogous studies will have to be completed in this field, but it is already clear how these different expressions may be considered as equivalent and thus as being part of a homogeneous ritual and musical corpus from the Baka's standpoint. The ritual and musical variations are the result of a synthesis which leads to ritual and musical dialects. These are clearly perceptible, but they do not alter the homogeneity of the system.
The creation of ritual associations
Earlier research revealed the creation of ritual associations and the apparition of new spirits in the Eastern part of Baka territory (Tsuru 1998 (Tsuru , 2001 ; Joiris 1996, 
In the ritual and symbolic domain
The constituent elements of the ritual corpus of yèngà pótó, a newly created ritual association at Bele, in the Kwele-Konabembe area, show that they result from the loan of four sets of ritual techniques (Joiris op cit). 
Yèngà pótó has integrated the 'clairvoyance'/
Creation of masks
In here with yèngà pótó and elili from the Kwele area.
In the domain of music
Rhythmics
The polyrhythmic formulae of these new repertoires share the general features of all Baka rhythms (table 4) .
They are totally consistent with the combination principles of the rhythms found in the Bele encampment. It is however notable that two of them (lìmbò Table 5 The variants of the jengi-formula suggest the first hypothesis, but it is obvious that these questions still have to be treated in depth.
Polyphony
The songs have to be treated globally, as each of them is unique and represents a real creation of a melody with its corresponding lyrics.
The survey of the main musical parameters concerning songs shows clearly that perfomance works with elements that cover largely the entire patrimony of the Baka (indicated in green). The yodelling technique is optional and the frequency within the same repertoire is variable as is usually the case in the majority of the other repertoires. Thus, they contain clearly identifiable and shared musical features (table 5) .
The presumption that elili might be of 'foreign' origin is consolidated by the fact that the two voices of the choir sing in parallel movement (indicated in red).
This procedure does not exist elsewhere in Baka singing 9 , but it is widespread among their neighbours (Fürniss 2011a ).
Sharing with and borrowing from villagers' associations
Two main cases of ritual sharing and borrowing from villagers' associations exist which nevertheless do not invalidate the identity boundaries between Baka and non Baka neighbours: on the one hand, sharing of more or less specialised knowledge without modifying the ritual corpus and, on the other hand, borrowing-appropriation of a ritual corpus. In this perspective of transmission by sharing, the transfer of ritual techniques between Baka and neighbours is quite frequent. It is an ancient phenomenon (Joiris 1997 (Joiris -1998 which reinforces the idea of fluidity and dynamics in the Baka's ritual system. It seems that a principle of ritual homology prevails over these interethnic borrowings.
Knowledge-sharing
In the case of àbàlè and ngàngà-ceremonies, the 
Borrowing-appropriation of the ritual corpus
In certain cases, the complete ritual is transferred to the Baka's culture. This is the case of the circumcision ritual bèkà and the healing ritual èdìò which have been integrated into the patrimony of the Baka from Messea, in the district of Lomié (Fürniss & LussiaaBerdou 2004; Fürniss 2008) .
These examples offer evidence that the borrowing is affected by the migration of the Baka out of the region of those Villagers from whom the ritual has been borrowed (Fürniss 2008 (Fürniss , 2011a . They testify to another type of innovative dynamics through the appropriation of exogeneous elements and their adaptation to the Baka's ritual and musical system.
Conclusion
Our musical data reinforce those that had been collected in the field of rituals and which have shown a strong diversity. The results of the two standpoints gathered here converge: like the ritual innovations which are in keeping with a well defined framework and are realised as variations of the same basic themes (Joiris 1996 (Joiris , 1997 Tsuru 1998 Tsuru :60, 2001 :108), the rhythms and melodies are created following a global pre-existant model of construction. It includes features that compose the majority of the Baka's musical expressions (Fürniss 2012 Our study also shows that the dynamics are char- 
Endnotes
1 The adopted typology is to consider that there are 'open ritual associations', 'closed/secret ritual asso c iation s', 'in fo rm al grou ps' and 'asso ciatio n s fo r ch ild ren'. An op en ritual association differs from others by organising public ceremonies during which all members of the camp are active, singing and dancing. These associations bring together members who share common knowledge such as remedies, songs and dance steps to varying degrees.
9 This is an example for the identificatory relevance of the song features of this particular repertoire.
10 Th is is a supp lementary in dicator for ritual dynamics among neighbours: in 2006-07, twenty years after Joiris' inquiries, this dance has not b een mention ed during Fürniss' ethnomusicological inquiries in four villages of each region, Bangando and Kwele. 11 The interethnic relationship finds its origin in the alliance of some Baka (elders, hunting-masters) w ith Kwele head s of family (stro ng m en , warriors). This alliance is said to be motivated, on the one hand, by the specific war organisation of that time. Its objective was to preserve the Kwele from the Baka's mystic mokelakela-(or mòkìlà)-attacks. On the other hand, there was a desire to reinforce the Kwele's war powers of the nji by the Baka's hunting-powers of (e)jengì (Joiris 1997-98:325; Joiris 2003 ; for similar data concerning former relationships between Baka and Bangando, see Rupp 2003 Rupp , 2011 .
